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age disposal (in all portions of the palace),
and the locations of stables and carriage
houses, all of which are necessaryand occasionallya determining factor in the form
of a major palace complex.

tecture(as against the purely ornamental
style that evolved in Paris), and for the
brothersAsam as the most importantGerman originatorsof the Rococo ashe defines
it. None of these considerationsappearsin
HENRY
A. MILLON
Hempel, whom Hitchcock faults as, writMassachusetts
Instituteof Technology ing in Dresden, having "much more to say
about architects active in Saxony and in
Poland of considerablyless ability" (p. go).
These differing conceptions of Rococo
Henry-Russell Hitchcock, RococoArchitecturein SouthernGermany,London and New
deserve further consideration, but first a
York: Phaidon, 1968, vii+428 pp., 218
description of the general plan of the two
illus.+ 36 figs., I map. $20.
books is in order. Hempel opens with a
thirty-five-page chapter full of interesting
EberhardHempel, BaroqueArt and Archi- observationson the historical-socialbacktecturein CentralEurope,Baltimore: Penground, religious foundations,the statusof
the artistwith respect to guilds, academies
guin Books, 1965, xxiii+ 370 pp., 32 figs.,
200 pls., 4 maps. $20 (The Pelican History
and patrons, and the importance of ornaof Art).
mental forms. The main body of his text
partitionsBaroqueartinto four chronologI
ical divisions: The Heroic Age (I600It is difficultto compare two works of such I639), The Years of Recovery after the
differing scope, yet both of the above are Thirty Years War (1640-1682), The Baroque Period (1683-1739), and Rococo and
important contributions to the study of
Central European Baroque and Rococo,
its End (1740-1780). Each of these diviand both provide long-awaited new synsions is further segmented into eleven or
in
needed
twelve geographicalsections, two of them
English-of
theses-especially
the vast amount of scholarshipthat has ap- with subsectionson architecture,sculpture,
peared since Max Hauttmann'spioneering and painting. Such a rigid scheme makes it
volume (1921) on south German church nearly impossible to follow a continuous
architecturefrom I550 to 1780 and Hans idea or development, so that the book as a
Rose's Spatbarock
whole is one to be read by the index. In(1922), an equally fundamental study of Europeanseculararchitec- deed, there is no other way to find out
ture from 1660to 1760. ProfessorHitchcock about artistswho lived long and travelled
limits himself to the first two thirds of the widely, as many of them did.
Hitchcock is chiefly interestedin individeighteenth century and to southern Germany, whereas ProfessorHempel attempts uals. In his preface he states that "the hisa broad overview extending from I660 to
tory of styles, their recognition and their
1780 and from the Rhine eastwardthrough
morphology are always controversial,and
... stylistic history is generally less useful
Switzerland, Austria, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and Poland. He also includes than the study of the work of particularartistsconsideredin their own particularconsculpture and painting independent of
in SouthernGerbuildings, whereas Hitchcock studies these texts." RococoArchitecture
arts only as elements of Gesamtkunstwerk. many(hereafterreferredto asRASG) opens
As their titles suggest, Hitchcock and with a brief but brilliant introduction and
Hempel differ considerably in their inter- then proceeds to its five main topics: The
pretation of Baroque and Rococo, and Asam brothers,Johann Georg Fischer of
thereby in their approach to eighteenth- Fiissen,the Schmuzers(Johann, FranzXacentury architecture. For Hitchcock it is ver, andJoseph),Peter II Thumb, and "The
Limits of Rococo: The Work of Johann
primarily a Rococo creation (that is, in
southernGermany) and it developed from
Michael FischerandJ. B. Neumann."
Hitchcock's seventy-page essay on the
just before 1720 to the end of the I760s. For
Hempel the Rococo is limited to the period Asams is reprinted (with emendations)
from two articlesinJSAH (October 1965
1740-1780 (in Central Europe as a whole)
and it is merely a fourth and fial phase of
and March 1966), while the much briefer
one on the Schmuzerswas publishedin the
nearly 200 years of Baroque art. On the
contrary, Hitchcock argues strongly for Art Bulletin(June 1966), and that on Peter
II Thumb in the Rudolf Wittkower festdetaching Rococo from its Baroque precursor, for southern Germany as the scene schrift.The essay on Johann Georg Fischer
of the development of a truly Rococo archi- of Fiissen (1673-1747), written in honor of
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tion, connectedthe east and west Corridors
parallel to and some thirty meters to the
north of the library of Sixtus V.
Redig de Campos writes modestly in his
introduction that the volume is intended
only to be an initial general sketch of some
future exhaustive and definitive monograph. While he draws liberally (always
noting the source) from the guides of Taja,
Chattard, and Strong; from Pastor, from
published studies of portions of the buildings; from architecturaldrawings, prints,
inscriptions;and from archeologicalexamination of the buildingsthemselves,the author is carefulto note he has not done any
originalarchivalresearch,nor attemptedto
compile a complete bibliography.It is clear,
however, that (asdirectorof the Conservation and Restoration Laboratory of the
VaticanMuseums) he has assistedin much
of the recent archeologicalwork done on
the Vatican Palace (his published accounts
have appeared periodically over the last
twenty-five years) and is abreastof the significant literatureon the palace. The book
is, therefore,a pithy survey of the building
history of the palace. Greatestemphasis is
placed on the building campaignsof Nicholas V, Sixtus IV, Julius II, Pius IV, and
Gregory XIII.
The author is primarilyinterestedin the
construction of the palace, only including
decorationwhen it forms part of the architecture. As a result, while the decorative
programsare mentioned, discussionis limited. Even so, there is occasionaldiscussion
of iconographic programs and of innovation and achievement in painting. An unpublishedfrieze (painted,according to the
author, by a follower of Pisanello) dating
from the time of Nicholas V turns up in
one such discussion(p. 49).
There are six plans that detail the chronological development of the palacebut the
twenty perspectivesmake even clearerthe
additions of the major construction campaigns. Sections would have been helpful,
especially of the main palace and its additions to the west and east. The 133 blackand-white photographs are reproduced
never smaller than half-page, and the volume includeseight color plates. The Italian
is economical and limpid. An English version would be useful to many.
Already a valuable survey, this study
would have been of even greater importance if the author had been able to give
more attention to the servicesof the palace
such as the kitchens, bakeries,latrines and
baths, as well as to water supply and sew-
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fraudulentand the relativelyfew good ones
are readily available in popular works on
the subject.) Hempel's plates, though
smaller,are reasonablysuccessful.His four
maps, conveniently placed at the beginning, are so studdedwith place names that
they are difficult to use. Hitchcock's very
legible double-spread-extending from the
Rhine east to the Austrianborderand from
the Main south to St. Gallenand Innsbruck
-is unfortunatelyburiedat the rear,but its
marginal coordinates, referred to in the
place-index, allow quick location of any
site in question.
II

Returning now to these scholars'interpretations of Rococo, I find a disconcerting
lack of definition on the part of Hempel as
against Hitchcock's laudable resolve to
transposethe Rococo experience into verbal terms.ForHempel, Rococo is primarily
a period and any characterizationof it
emerges almost accidentally; for Hitchcock it is an artisticentityinitiatedby certain
individuals, further developed by others,
varied and even reacted against by still
others. Hitchcock makes a cleardistinction
between its genesis in France as an ornamental invention and its development in
Germany as an architecturalstyle. Its keynote is progressive destruction (actual or
simulated)of Baroque tectonic expression,
and for this reasonthe churchesare rightly
considered more significant than secular
buildings. In this approachHitchcock follows (but I think not sufficiently)Bernhard
Rupprecht (Die BayerischeRokoko-Kirche,
Kallmiinz,1959), whose importantconclusions are summarized in Sedlmayr and
Bauer's article on Rococo in the Encyclopedia of WorldArt (xII, 268).
In his extensive coverage, Hempel obviously has little opportunity to indulge in
architecturalanalysis. Nevertheless, there
are moments that suggest that on occasion
his eye may be more sharplyattuned than
Hitchcock's. For example, in comparing
the exterior of Effner'sPreysing Palace in
Munich (1723-1728) with Lukasvon Hildenbrandt'sDaun-KinskyPalacein Vienna
(1713-1716), Hitchcock finds the resemblance "certainly very close"-and bases
his claim on the presence of tapered and
panelled pilastersand of concave-pointed
pediments over some of the windows,
while admittingthatEffner'satticwindows
arecut into the main entablature(p. 8). For
Hempel (p. 183) "a comparisonshows how
ornamentalEffner'sstyle had become. In-

stead of pilaster stripshe used ornamental
bands, and he reduced the entablatureto a
minimum. A love of ornament was common to both men ... but their approach
was clearly different."Hitchcock's Plate 9
and Hempel's Plate 52 (B) may be consulted to resolve this disagreement,not an unimportantone becausethe crucialquestion
of German originality is here at stake.
Despite such moments of illumination,
however, Hempel is more concernedwith
multiple listing of historicalexamples than
with intellectual clarification. For Hitchcock, as I have indicated, Rococo is not a
period but an evolution which began in
Paris at least five years before the Regence
(I7I5-I723).

An even earlier patron of the

new fashionthanthe Regent himselfwas his
mother, a Wittelsbachfrom anotherbranch
of the family that ruled Munich-Elizabeth Charlotte von der Pfalz, Duchesse
d'Orleans. This important observation
is made on Hitchcock's first page of text.
The Parisianimpact appearedin Germany
slightly before 1720 (notably in the ParistrainedJosephEffner'sgardenpavilions for
the Nymphenburg Palace),and it was soon
crossed by influence from Viennese variants on Parisian style-hence Hitchcock's
comparison of the Preysing and DaunKinsky palaces, referred to above. In the
main, Hitchcock consistentlyand properly
calls such examples proto-Rococo, while
he as properly callsthe first majorworks of
the Asams (notably Weltenburg, I7161718) pre-Rococo, since everything about
them is opposed to the Rococo and their
main orientationis Bernini-Baroque.With
great skill he shows how the Asams developed in a Rococo direction during the
I72os and I730s, notably at Einsiedeln,Osterhofen, and in the total renovationsof the
Cathedralof Freisingand the abbey church
of St. Emmeram at Regensburg.The chapter on the Schmuzers(along with the volume on the Zimmermanns) is crucial for
understandingthe development of German
Rococo as an architectural
style, even though
all these artistswere trained as stuccoistsat
the Bavarian school of Wessobrunn. The
period extending from about 1730 into the
I760s-from Francois Cuvillies' Ahnengaleriein the Residenzto the end of the careersof the Zimmermanns,the Schmuzers,
and Peter II Thumb (who began to approach the Neo-Classical in his last major
work at St. Gallen)-is clearlypresentedas
the time of Rococo's "high florescence."
During the first half of this periodJohann
Georg Fischerof Fiissen(1673-1747) intro-
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the seventieth birthday of Richard Krautheimer but published here for the first
time, is the first full-length study of this
strangely neglected architect. (Hempel
gives him a single brief mention.) Hitchcock has convincingly elevated Fischer's
churchof St. Katherineat Wolfegg and the
closely related Franciscanconvent church
at Dillingen to positions of importance,
whereasonly his early St. Michael'sat Bertoldshofen has heretofore received much
notice. He has also found inJ. G. Fischeran
architectfor Maria-Steinbach,the finest of
the south German churchesfor which we
have no record of authorship.Hitchcock's
attribution-initiated long ago by Max
Hauttmann-makes greatsensein his overview of Fischer'scareer.I can only suggest
caution in also including the facade, completed severalyears after Fischer'sdeath. It
looks closer to me to the work of Hans
Adam Dossenberger,as in the facadeof the
Theklakircheat Welden (I756-I757).
These chapterswere originallyconceived
under the general title of Studiesin Rococo
Architecture,
together with an eighty-page
essay on the brothersJohann Baptist and
Dominikus Zimmermann, published earlier in 1968 as a separatevolume. For the
presentbook Hitchcock has written the introductorychapterand the concluding one
onJ. M. FischerandJ. B. Neumann, but he
refersthe readerto the Zimmermannmonograph as an essentialpart of the overall
study of his subject. Taken together, the
two books cover, in the author's opinion,
"most of the significant aspects of the architecturethat can be consideredRococo in
southern Germany." I shall discuss this
claim later.
Even a cursory glance at Hitchcock's
text, his thirty pages of notes, and his impressiveindex will show that he has managed to include an impressive array of
works by artistswho are not his main concern-whether in multiple side allusionsor
in longer divagations. This procedure, together with Hitchcock's highly complex
style, makes for taxing but heady reading,
yet,just ashis convolute sentencesfinally do
parse,so his volume as a whole ends up as a
triumph of synthesis,analysis,culturalhistory, biography, genealogy, and even (despite the author'sprotestations)of stylistic
morphology. Fortunately, the publishers
of RASG have given it an appropriately
luxurious format and superblyreproduced
black-and-whiteplates. (While color is an
absolute essential to an understanding of
this architecture, most color plates are
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III

Much more could be saidin praiseof Hempel and Hitchcock, but I wish now to consider, further than in the few brief indications alreadygiven, what seem to me to be
errors of omission or commission.
My criticismof Hempel must be limited
to the discontinuityand the lack of emphasis accruing from its unwieldy plan, andin the spirit of Wagner's Beckmesser-to
certainsmall points. Hempel's cut-off dates
for his four main divisions of Baroque are
not explained,and one must acceptthem as
simply chronological conveniences. Nevertheless, they do not always work. Baroque architecture in southern Germany
unquestionablybeganwith theJesuitchurch
(St. Michael's)in Munich, and so it is with
Hempel, as with everyone else. But the
date is I583-I597, and thus "The Heroic
Age" clearly began before I600. The next
great step taken in Munich was the Theatine Church (I663-I67I), designed by the
Bolognese architectAgostino Barelli.Hempel is correct in stating that the dominant
influences were the Theatine Church in
Rome (S. Andrea della Valle) and the
Cathedralof Salzburg,but it is also possible that architecturein Bologna itself is relevant to the problem. (G. Passavant'srecent monographon thearchitect,Domenico
Egidio Rossi, active in Vienna and Rastatt
and also a Bolognese, is highly convincing
on direct influencefrom Bologna.) On the
positive side, Hempel has performed a
servicein stressingthe influenceofHenriette
Adelaide of Savoy, the anti-Germanwife
of the ElectorofBavaria,who firstattempted to enlist the servicesof GuarinoGuarini
for this church.Had Guariniaccepted,Ba-

varian Baroque architecturewould surely
have taken an altogether different course.
(For more information on this point, see
N. Lieb, Miinchener
Barockbaumeister,
I94I,
p. I3.)

In the spirit of Beckmesser, Hempel
might be faulted for spelling the name of
an importantAustrianarchitectas Brunner
(p. I02 and index) ratherthan the preferred
Prunner; for cliches like "the innate German love of decoration, which is the expressionof a powerful urge to play" (p. 9);
for questionable generalizations like "as
opposed to the ItalianBaroque, which frequently appearsuncouth and shows unmistakableevidence of declinewhen compared
with the styles of preceding centuries, the
Central European Baroque retains greater
freshness, is less inclined to exaggeration
..." (p. 15); and for Germanismslike "the
Baroque, not even now by any means exhaustively studied" (p. 20).

In like spirit, Hitchcock must be faulted
for locating Ellingen "southwest of Dinkelsbiihl" (p. 7) and Rott-am-Inn "across
the borderfrom Austria" (p. 197); for prematurely killing off J. M. Fischer in 1763
on page 14 whereas he properly expires in
1766 on page 224; and for confusing (p. 83)
the big new full-relief stucco over the high
altar at the upper level of the Asamkirche,
representing St. John Nepomuk in glory,
with a painted Assumptionby T. C. Winck
(1738-1797), who did in fact paint a
Cleansingof the Templefor the left wall of
this church in I794. The Assumptionto
which Professor Hitchcock refers (it is
modem and not by Winck) was temporarilyplaced at the upper end of the church
soon after the war as a filler for the destroyed end wall, but in 1961 I watched a
craftsman erecting the new stucco altarpiece in situ, and on inquiry I was told that
it was based on a relief in the Baroque Museum in Vienna. In 1966 I saw it again,
completed. Dr. Erika Hanfstaengl has
kindly confirmedfor me that it is still there.
IV

To returnto more seriousmatters,I should
first point out that despite Hitchcock's extraordinarytour-de-force in touching on
so many persons and places, RASG has
some gaps, even in "the significantaspects
of the architecturethat can be considered
Rococo in southernGermany." While it is
doubtful that yet another "sleeper" like
Johann Georg Fischerof Fiissenawaits his
discoverer,there are many lesserarchitects,
like J. M. Fischer'sprolific Bavarian fol-

lower L. M. Giessl, who went through a
development worth studying and arrived
at a style that was not only modestly original but more sympatheticto local taste. In
the generalMunich area,Giessl'ssmallparish churches(such as Starnberg,Perchting,
Inning, Seehausen)have a charmnot found
in Fischer'schurchesof similarsize (such as
Unering, Bergkirchen, Bichl, Sigmertshausen)-architecturally superior as Fischer'sundeniablyare. Sincethe example of
Giessl can be multiplied many times in
many regions, this undercurrentof German Rococo is indeed "significant."It provides that wealth of creativenessin depth
which makes the whole subjectas endlessly
fascinating as French Romanesque or
French Gothic as they are revealed in the
volumes of Robert de Lasteyrie.
Professor Hitchcock's approach to the
style he calls Rococo is "not inductive,
from supposed principles to more or less
perfect examples, but deductive." This
procedurehelps him avoid doctrinairepronouncements, but it also resultsin no very
clear definition. He is convincing in his
many discussionsof these architects'antitectonic impulsesas found both in structure
and in the use of ornament, and he rightly
stressesthe influenceof a still powerful medieval component which is especiallynotable in the many commissions completely
to renovate a Romanesque or Gothic
church without greatly changing its plan
or even its structural system. (Joseph
Schmuzer'sRottenbuchandEttal,andJ.M.
Fischer'sZwiefalten are spectacularexamples.) Unfortunately, however, Hitchcock
fails to give sufficient attention to interior
lighting.
The brotherly team of Cosmas Damian
and Egid Quirin Asam moved with gathering momentum from dark to light, for
example, from the Bernini-Baroque of
Weltenburg to the proto-Rococo (if not
the Rococo) of FreisingCathedral.This aspect of their evolution is at least as important as those to which Hitchcock has given
such meticulous attention. Towards the
end, in the church of St.John Nepomuk at
Munich, there is a retrogression-as Hitchcock does not fail to point out-and even
if the controlling reasonslie in the exceptional location of the "Asamkirche"on a
city street flankedby tall houses, the darkness of this church is perhapsthe chief sign
of its conservatism.Hitchcock'snear omission, therefore,of the Asam's still later Ursuline convent church at Straubingcomes
as a surprise.In the originalJSAH articles
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duced, as Hitchcock convincingly demonstrates, several elements basic to German
Rococo architecture: oval(ized) plans,
curved corners, broad coves around flat
ceilings, and delicatecontinuouspatternsof
raised ornament. On the contrary, Hitchcock believes that Johann MichaelFischer
and J. B. Neumann were essentially tectonic Baroque architects,their Rococo effects being mainly restrictedto ornament
overhead ("Baroquebelow, Rococo overhead")-and always carried out by other
artistsfrequentlynot even under the architect's direction. (Neumann had nothing to
do with the decoration of Vierzehnheiligen.) Thus, in their differentways, the two
greatest architects of southern Germany's
Rococo Age emerge as Baroque, or at best
"Baroque-Rococo."
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Hitchcock says they did. In like manner,
Johann Michael Fischer-despite his Baroque power and the specificallyBaroque
forms of his below-cornice structureswould end up more closely alliedto his Rococo contemporariesif Hitchcock had paid
more attention to his lighting. "Baroque
beneath, Rococo overhead" is a clever
phrase,but the effect of Fischer'shuge windows has been missed. One of the most remarkable in this respect is the church of
Berg-am-Laim,on the easternedge of Munich. Here great lights are daringly cut
right through the pendentive supports of
the central space, and then by a stroke of
genius contrastedwith smaller stucco reliefs of similar shape (representing the
Church Fathers)in the lower choir space,
which gets a strong side-lighting. None of
this is mentioned in Hitchcock's much too
brief account of one of Fischer'sacknowledged masterpieces.
ProfessorHitchcock kindly mentions (p.
175), but then rejects,my suggestion of the
term "Barococo" to describenot only the
architectureofJohann Michael Fischerbut
more generally the characterof the whole
south German development. He argues
that "such a coinage would logically exclude much fine work in Germany that is
as completely anti-Baroque as the secular
interiorsof the FrenchRococo were demonstratedby Fiske Kimball to have been."
Like all studentsof the field, I am indebted
to Hitchcock for his definitive demolition
of Fiske Kimball's bland assumption that
FrancoisCuvilliesderivedhis Amalienburg
Spiegelsaaldirectly from Boffrand's oval
salonsin the Hotel de Soubise. (The full development of this point will be found in
the Zimmermannmonograph.) Nevertheless, if we consider Cuvillies whole career,
as Hitchcock unfortunatelydoes not, even
this Walloon-born, Paris-trained,and most
deeply Francophile of the Munich architects did not remainuntouchedby Baroque
influences.The Amalienburgitself, a fairly
early work of 1734-1739, is already more
"Germanized"thanthe still earlierinteriors
of LustschlossFalkenlust(in the gardensof
Briihl) and-as Hitchcock has so clearly
demonstrated-it is relatively lush if we
compare it to French design of its day. (I
recall a remark there by a visiting French
to the effect that "celan'a pas le
archeologue
vrai esprit classique."Indeed it has not!) If
we turn now to the end of Cuvillies career,
the best example, of course,is his Residenztheater in Munich (1751-1753). Hempel
calls it "the greatestmasterpieceof the Ba-

varianRococo" (p. 19), but Hitchcock, in
a work on south German Rococo, only
mentions the lost ceiling thatJ. B. Zimmermann executed for it. The ornamentof the
theatermakes the Amalienburgseem positively diaphanous. It is far richer, more
plastic, more emphatic on weight near
ground level through the use of Atlantid
gallery and loge supports. Flanking the
prosceniumarethe samemassivefreestanding columns that Hitchcock invariablycalls
Baroque when J. M. Fischeruses them.
"Barococo"-my partly facetious coinage-was seriously intended to describe a
creative amalgamationof two styles: Roman-Viennese Baroque and Parisian Regence-Rococo. This mixture not only differed radicallyfrom both of its ingredients
but it was also markedby a simultaneous
developmentin two directions,that is, the predictable one from Baroque to Rococo and
a totally unexpected one from Rococo to
Baroque. The latter trend is by no means
missedby Hitchcock; indeed it plays a considerablerole in his interpretationofJ. M.
FischerandJ. B. Neumann, among others.
But he does missit in Cuvillies, and to some
extent againin his monographon the Zimmermanns. While he finds Dominikus
Zimmermannmore Baroque at Giinzburg
(1736-1741) than in his earlierpilgrimage
churchat Steinhausen(1727-1733), he does
not follow up this suggestion in discussing
Dominikus's final triumph at Die Wies
(I746-I754). Here the ornamentis asheavy
and luxuriantas it is in the exactly contemporary Residenztheater,and this effect is
underscoredby much squatterproportions
than those of Steinhausen,and by the presence of large figures near eye level-again
comparableto the Residenztheater.Hitchcock fails to make use of what could have
been his most telling argument for Die
Wies as a Rococo interior:the much more
brilliantlighting Zimmermannhasprovided by spacing the interior supportsfurther
apart than at Steinhausenand by narrowing the aisle around the main oval. I am
forced to conclude, as Hitchcock so rightly
does throughout RASG, that the careerof
no good architectwas, or is, unilinear.Such
a conclusion, however, lends support to
my argumentfor "Barococo" as a descriptive term.
My quarrel with Hitchcock's brilliant
achievement is mainly one of emphasison
the significance of certain late works by
some of the major architectsof the time. If
we consider the near-Rococo end of the
Asams at Straubingand at the Sakraments-
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Straubing is mentioned only briefly in a
footnote, together with the Sakramentskapelle in the southerly apse of Freising
Cathedral,and both are describedas works
by Egid Quirin begun in 1738 and notrepresenting "a further development of Egid
Quirin'sarchitecture."This note is repeated at the end of the text of RASG (p. 87)
without furtherdiscussion.It needs amplification.
The Ursuline church at Straubing was
begun in 1736, not 1738 (see E. Hanfstaengl, Die BriiderAsam, p. 59) and since
Cosmas Damian lived until 1739 we may
suppose that he contributed to its design
even though the documents tell us only
that Egid Quirin submitted the plan and
invited his brother to paint the frescoes.
Furthermore, Cosmas Damian's younger
daughterhad been educatedat this convent
and the older one was about to take her
vows there. The cornerstone was laid in
I736, the facade was completed in I738,
and Cosmas Damian went to work on the
main fresco, which was finished after his
deathby Egid Quirin. Whether the general
plan was a joint effort or Egid Quirin's
alone need not concern us here; the important point is that it is nothing less than the
capstone of a development which both
brothershad been following for at leastfifteen years. As ErikaHanfstaenglhas pointed out, Straubingis all but a fully evolved
Johann Michael Fischercentral-space,one
generated from a system of interlocked
ellipsesand, like Fischer's,brilliantlylighted, here from all four sides.
The Sakramentskapelleat Freising, for
which the date 1738 is correct, could be
studied to the same effect. Hanfstaengl(op.
cit., p. 48 and pls. 56-57) considers it the
work of both brothers,not of Egid Quirin
alone, and she emphasizes the spiritual,
transfiguredcharacterof the sculpturesthese, as always, being by Egid except for
one figure that betrays the hand of an assistant.I might add that the angels are unusually elongated, almost approaching
Ignatz Giinther'selegant Rococo proportions. More important, the oval lantern
sheds a brilliant overhead light while the
altar is bathed in the golden rays of an
amber-glassedcircular window. Nothing
could be furtherremoved from the masked
half-light from the oval cupola at Weltenburg, and in the whole architecturaloeuvre
of the Asamsthe only comparablebrilliance
of lighting effectsoccursat Straubingitself.
Thus, if I am not mistaken, the brothers
Asam ended up even more Rococo than
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kapelle of Freisingtogether with Cuvillies'
relatively Baroque end at the Residenztheater and Dominikus Zimmermann's at
Die Wies, we have a clearer total picture
than the one Hitchcock has given us. The
south Germansbrought two diverse styles
into an original creative unity, and in the
process drew much closer to one another
than their own beginnings could have possibly suggested.
S.

LANE

FAISON,

JR.

WilliamsCollege

pp., 52 pls.; vol. II: iv+76 pp., 5I pls.; vol.
II: iv+ 60 pp., 52 pls.; vol. iv: iv+ 80 pp.,
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When firstpublished,in 1776-1783, Bertotti Scamozzi'scorpus of Palladio'sarchitecture reflected a Neoclassic taste for the
rich, yet severestyle of Palladio'sbuildings.
His architecturewas considerednormative
in Venetia, England, and even Russia.Today, 200 years later, no practicingarchitect
or aspiringpatron would look to Palladio
for inspiration;he has become the preserve
of scholars.
The republicationof Bertotti Scamozzi's
corpusis a casein point. The originalwork,
in four volumes, was one of the handsomest productions of northern Italy'sprinting
presses. It was reissued in 1796 in four
quartovolumes, stilla very handsomebook.
Now it has been reissueda third time, in a
form that would affrontthe gentlemen and
architectswho reverencedPalladio'swork,
but is sufficientto content the scholar. It is
a one-volume, anastaticreprintof the 1796
edition, markedwith all the sinsof modern
reprintsthat have made them anathemato
bibliophiles and an imposition to bibliographers.The type is broken, the plates are
muddy, and as an object it is simply unpleasant.It has a new title page, a new general index, and a ten-page introduction by
a modern writer that succinctly compiles
what is known and generally agreed about
the architecttoday. The introductionoffers
no novelties, except perhapsthe unargued
andunpersuasivesuggestionthat suchmannerismas we may detect in Palladio'sarchitecture was the result of the frustrationsof
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David Watkin, ThomasHope and the NeoclassicalIdea, London: John Murray, 1968,
316 pp., illus., 63s.
The art of the eighteenth century and in
particularNeoclassicismhas recentlybegun
to receive the attention it deserves. What
was previously brushed aside as cold, servile copying of the antique-the final ossification of the long-dead Baroque tradition
-is now seen to be a period of contradiction, complexity, contrast, and great
originality. Recent studies include David
Irwin's English NeoclassicalArt, Robert

Rosenblum's Transformations
in Late Eighteenth Century Art, and Hugh Honour's
Neoclassicism.Plans for the Council of Europe's 1972 exhibition on Neoclassicism
are now in progress, promising an opportunity for a massive reexamination of the
subject in visual terms.
David Watkin's book on Thomas Hope
commands an important place in this recent revival of interest. Hope (I769-I831)
was a centralfigure in the formation of Regency tasteand in his own activitiesand interests we have a microcosm of the Neoclassicalmovement.
Born in 1769 into a family of wealthy
Amsterdambankersof Scottish origin and
motivated by a strong desireto gain a place
in English society, Hope's interestsencompassed all the arts: architecture,painting,
sculpture, costume design, furniture design, literature.At his town house in Duchess Street, London, and his picturesque
country seat, The Deepdene near Dorking
in Surrey,he createdinteriorsto his unique
taste. Watkin considersHope and his myriad activities in depth from his important
connection with the Greek Revival at
Downing College Cambridge,the conception and creationof his own two houses, to
his activities as a collector and patron, and
as the author of HouseholdFurnitureandInteriorDecoration( 807) and Designsof Modern Costume (1812). In reflecting Hope
againstthe backgroundof his time Watkin
gives excellent accountsof, for instance,the
earlyhistory of the GreekRevival in Britain
and the theory of the Picturesque.His appendix chronology of the earliestexamples
ofthe GreekDoric orderin England,France,
and Germanyin the eighteenth centurysettles many disputes and in itself makes the
book indispensable for anyone studying
Neoclassical architecture. (He does, however, get the date of the Doric columns at
Castle Goring, Sussex, wrong. He dates
these ca. 1791, admittedly tentatively, but
recent researchshows they cannot be before about 1808.)
In short, Hope is a superb subject and
Watkin's book does him full justice. One
hopes such a study will stimulate architectural historiansto venture furtherafield in
the future and examine patrons and tastemakers as fully as architectsand buildings.
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Ottavio Bertotti Scamozzi, Lefabbrichee i
disegnidi AndreaPalladio,introduction by
J. Quentin Hughes, New York: Architectural Book Publishing Company, 1968, lvi
pp.+ four volumes in one (vol. I: viii+ 128

old age-was a sort of petulance. Essentially, however, the book is the book Bertotti Scamozzi wrote and no more. Even
so, it is a most useful addition to the architecturalhistorian'sshelf. The originalpublication can no longer be found at reasonable prices, and yet it remainsthe essential
tool for every serious student of Palladio's
work, since it illustratesin fairly accurate
measureddrawingsevery building Palladio
built and a large number of the Palladian
buildings of his time that have been attributed to him.
It goes without saying that the resolution
of detail in the plates of the reprint is less
good than in the original engravings. The
loss of transparencyin the darks,which is
inherent in the process, swallows detail in
many places, and creates excessively black
shadows that eat into the margins of adjoining light areas. Scholarswho wish to
read measurementsfrom Bertotti Scamozzi's drawings, thus, are still best advised to
consult the original engravings. In time,
even these will become outdated. The Italian Centro Internazionaledi Studi ArchitetturaAndreaPalladiohas begun publication of a CorpusPalladianum,intended to
run eventually to twenty-six volumes.
Each will illustratenew measureddrawings
of Palladio'scertainworks that will obey a
much higher standard of accuracy than
those of Bertotti Scamozzi. Two have already appeared.
Until the Corpusis completed, however,
Bertotti Scamozzi's work will remain the
indispensablerepertoire of plates, and the
ArchitecturalBook Publishing Company
has brought it to us in a form that is within
the reach of all serious students, and that
serves all immediate referencepurposes.

